The rationale behind recently proposed aerosol particle sampling conventions is discussed. The conventions are tailored toward estimation of dose to specific areas of the human respiratory tract prior to possible dissolution or clearance. Allowance is made for inter-and intraperson variation. Particle size from sub-to supermicrometer size is covered. The intent is to spur the development of personal sampling equipment for improved correlation between workplace assessment and health response.
Will personal sampler arrays that measure seven components simultaneously, combined with fairly detailed worker profiles, be required so as to estimate particle deposition in the respiratory tract (ISO/CEN, 2010; Bartley and Vincent, 2011) ? Or alternatively, does it make sense to gather yet more information in the form of personal particle size distribution estimates from arrays of maybe a dozen measurements? The questions themselves serve as answers to why only three conservative aerosol particle penetration conventions have served so well over the past three decades (CEN, 1993; ISO, 1995) .
Perspective is gained by a re-look at the traditional penetration conventions which were designed to provide a framework for (conservative) exposure limits thereby bypassing the enormous inter-and intraperson variation in aerosol deposition. The conventions also covered only three general areas in the respiratory tract-inhalable, thoracic, and respirable. Finally, how to handle ultrafine or nanoparticles has been deferred until the present century. Accounting for the smaller particles itself roughly doubles the amount of information required since deposition efficiency of submicrometer particles depends on an entirely different physical mechanism-particle diffusion. The large particles either settle gravitationally or move along with momentum too large to follow air streamlines and therefore mainly impact headlong into biological surfaces.
Therefore, a seven-sampler array may actually be modest considering the magnitude of this endeavor. The aim, first of all, is to cover five specific areas of the human respiratory tract, rather than the traditional three. Examples of specific targets of concern are presented by wood dusts, where some woods are implicated in sino-nasal adenocarcinoma, which would imply a nose-only deposition convention; others are involved in respiratory sensitization and asthma, which may indicate tracheobronchial (ACGIH, 2010) . The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP, 1994) identifies two extrathoracic areas (ET 1 and ET 2 , in the nose and throat), two tracheobronchial areas (BB and bb, upper and lower trachea and bronchia), and the alveolar or gas-exchange region. A detailed model (ICRP, 1994) exists in the form of a computer algorithm for predicting the efficiency of deposition of an aerosol particle of given size into any one of these areas relative to what is inhaled, itself a complicated issue.
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The model requires two independent characteristics of the particle as input. One parameter is the particle diffusion coefficient, in some instances given by a known thermodynamic diameter of a sphere with identical diffusion coefficient. The other parameter is the density-dependent aerodynamic diameter, defined as the geometric size of a 1000 kg/m 3 (1 g/cm 3 ) sphere with the same gravitational settling properties (at normal atmospheric pressure) as the particle. Deposition conveniently separates into two particle size ranges divided by a small overlap region of $0.2-0.8 lm where deposition by either diffusion or by impaction is small. This suggests the use of several samplers for the smallest particles with characteristics defined in terms of thermodynamic diameter and other samplers of the larger particles defined in terms of aerodynamic diameter.
The model (ICRP, 1994) also requires a profile of the breathing characteristics of the person breathing. People may be classified by sex and as 'normal breathers' or 'mouth breathers'. A normal breather takes in air exclusively through the nose unless exercising vigorously. Mouth breathers always take in a fraction of air through the mouth. Additionally, the algorithm requires the degree of physical activity as input. The proposed conventions cover the different breathing rates corresponding to sitting as well as to light and heavy exercise. (See Bartley and Vincent [2011] and references therein for details.)
The conventions were put together as averages over these breathing characteristics. Still, attempting to cover five respiratory tract areas and the two separate thermo-and aerodynamic effects even on average would seem to require 10 sampling conventions. Luckily, this number is whittled down somewhat, to seven, because of several approximate relationships among the deposition efficiencies. See Fig. 1 for a graphical depiction of the proposed sampling conventions.
Together with a suitable health-related metric such as particle surface area, mass or count, samplers consistent with convention can be used as is to estimate average doses, with the large inter-and intra-person variations documented. However, if more detailed information is required, the results from the seven conventional samplers may be combined linearly to correct doses to any part of the respiratory tract of a given individual worker. This linear combination depends on the known or estimated breathing profile for the individual. The correction is far from perfect, in part because of the extreme shifting of some of the deposition efficiencies with change of breathing conditions. Fortunately, the correction is at its worst in the overlap region where deposition is at its lowest level. Relative errors are largest in this region for several reasons. The model combines thermodynamic and aerodynamic deposition at each respiratory tract location as a root sum of squares (RSS) of the two efficiencies, rather than linearly as with the proposed conventions. This RSS combination and in fact deposition measurement uncertainty itself within the overlap region upon which the algorithm is partially based may be the least tested aspects of the ICRP model.
Taking more detailed size-distribution measurements would certainly simplify analysis and improve the accuracy of deposition prediction, but only to a degree. For example, suppose a distribution is measured in aerodynamic diameter from 0.1 to 100 lm (perhaps with a cascade impactor operated at atmospheric pressure) together with a separate distribution in thermodynamic diameter from 0.005 up to 1 lm (perhaps with a diffusion battery in tandem as with the instrument described by Gorbunov et al., 2009) . The two Fig. 1 . The seven proposed aerosol particle deposition conventions (black) in terms of thermodynamic diameter and aerodynamic diameter; three dependent conventions (gray) are proportional to specific conventional curves among the seven independent functions.
Commentary 693 distributions are needed because thermodynamic and aerodynamic diameters d th and d ae are independent, considering variations in particle density and configuration. A substantial amount of information is expressed in the two distributions. However, in the overlap region, a joint size distribution f [d th , d ae ] is ideally needed; the deposition efficiency depends significantly in a non-separable way on both thermodynamic and aerodynamic diameter, rather than simply on the marginal distributions. The idea proposed is to correct as well as possible for spherical 1000 kg/m 3 particles with a linear approximation from 0.005 to 100 lm. Then as particles differ in shape and density, the estimated deposition efficiency is automatically corrected outside the overlap region. Within the overlap region, the efficiency is extrapolated from both above and below.
The shift from unit density is illustrated in the article by Bartley and Vincent (2011) . As another example, consider the extreme shape shift from spheres to open clusters of small primary particles. Taking a primary particle's geometric diameter 5 0.020 lm (as found for example in diesel soot), and primary particle density equal to 2000 kg/m 3 , the deposition efficiency, corrected in comparison to true (ICRP, 1994) , is plotted in Fig. 2 for a specific set of breathing conditions for clusters with the number of primary particles/cluster ranging from 1 to 200 (corresponding to thermodynamic diameter from 0.020 to 0.250 lm). See Appendix for details behind this calculation.
Other limitations on the utility of the current proposal also exist. Hygroscopic particles that may increase in size within the respiratory system are not considered as yet. Also, fibers, including carbon nanofibers, where orientation and deposition by interception are significant, are also ignored, but only for the present.
Despite limitations, the current proposal of seven sampling conventions, together with three derivative conventions, will make a start at predicting actual deposition without excluding the smallest of particles and, unlike the traditional penetration conventions, will account for exhalation of aerosol particles. The intent is to inspire innovative development of personal sampling equipment for estimating deposited doses. Equipment envisioned ranges from samplers dedicated to the conventions, but additionally to personal samplers for measurement of size distributions. Alternatives may be to focus only on pure highly characterized particles or to design samplers with both diffusional and aerodynamic properties. The initial use is aimed at supporting healthrelated research. If correlation between workplace assessment and health effects is established, then compliance and control applications would also likely follow.
APPENDIX

Fractal particle deposition
The deposition efficiency for open N-clusters of d p 5 0.020-lm primary particles with density q 5 equal to 2000 kg/m 3 was used in Fig. 2 to illustrate the deviation of prediction upon extreme departure from spherical particles, which served as the basis for conventional prediction. The parameters behind this calculation are listed here. The gravitational settling velocity v settle is obtained from Newton's second law giving the effect of air with dynamic viscosity g on a mass-m cluster with mass-equivalent diameter
where v is a shape factor (Baron et al., 2001 ) for a cluster with fractal dimension 1.75: specifically at atmospheric pressure and temperature of the human body. Definition of the aerodynamic diameter d ae as the size of a q 0 5 1000 kg/m 3 sphere with the same gravitational settling properties (at atmospheric pressure) as the particle then leads to:
which is easily solved numerically for the aerodynamic diameter d ae .
The thermodynamic diameter d th is defined from the particle's diffusion coefficient D, which is most easily obtained from the law of atmospheres (see, e.g., Reif, 1965) at temperature T for the particle number density n[z] at height z in quiescent air:
where k B is Boltzman's constant. As n[z] is independent of time the diffusional particle flux up (D@n=@z) must equal the settling flux ðnv settle Þ down. Therefore the diffusion coefficient D is given by:
D 5 k B TC½d th 3pgd M v ðindependent of particle densityÞ
defined as the diameter of a sphere with the same diffusion coefficient as the particle. Finally equations (A1) and (A2) permit calculation of d th and d ae , given N, and therefore the prediction of deposition efficiencies using the model of ICRP (1994).
